Counting Shapes

interactives

Turning wheel reveals
numbers; shapes match
the numbers (circle has one
line; star has five points).
Embellished with a tracing
pattern, the hand appears and
disappears in a spin. Hidden
text for parents too!

Word Maker
Pull one egg and up pops
another! Children and adults
alike relish making a mental
cause/effect map. Older
children recognize letters and
the dozens of words that can
be made.

The House That
Jack Built Puzzle
Puzzle with no loose parts! Each
puzzle piece can be inserted in
a window, or perpendicular to
create a roof with smokestacks.
Puzzle knobs have picture
prompts to read “The House
that Jack Built” text.

Wave Wheel
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This turning wheel creates a
delightful, soft rain stick sound
as it goes ‘round. Many “w”
words can be found following
the wheel’s whirling path. Plus
mom’s will appreciate that
their name upside down spells
“wow”.

Mirror Mosaic
Babies love mirrors! And so
will older children when they
can explore their faces in teal,
midnight, blue, and purple
acrylic mirror segments.
Sparks conversations too!

Please contact Burgeon Group for pricing or a custom quote.

One to Many Match

interactives

One-to-many matching game
teaches shapes, color, letter
recognition, critical thinking,
sequencing, and fine motor
skills. Encourages interaction
between caregivers and
children—with many ‘right’
answers!

Dancing People
Handcrafted hardwood figures
dance. Teaches cause and
effect; when one is pulled down,
the other figure jumps up. Sing
a song: “Head, Shoulders,
Knees and Toes, Knees and
Toes”

Hungry Caterpillar
Match
Pegs can be matched between
the caterpillars’ tummies in
many combinations (by color,
shapes, type, etc.) Removable
backs allow libraries to add their
own content!

Dinosaur Match
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Dinosaur match, particularly
next to a caterpillar or fish
match, allows the introduction
of scale and size. What did the
dinosaur eat? An entire tree!
Allows libraries to add their own
content to allow sorting by color,
shape, and size.

Spinning Stories
Each spinner has four pictures,
creating dozens of stories about a
baby’s party. Who came? Which
present did they bring? What was
inside? How did the baby react?
Encourage talking and playing
with this panel with no one “right”
answer.

Please contact Burgeon Group for pricing or a custom quote.

Color Mixing Wheel

interactives

Play with two turning wheels
to align red, blue, and yellow
lenses to make all the primary
and secondary colors. Watch
the colors flicker and reveal
themselves in the unique
reflective tile. Only understood
through play, children often
show parents how it works!

Creepy-Crawly
abc’s
A is for ants, b is a bumble bee,
c is for a caterpillar, and s is for
snail…abc’s on puzzle pieces!
While introducing the concept of
rotation to match up patterns,
once patterns are matched, the
letters are right side up too!

Wipers on the Bus
The wipers “swish” back and
forth revealing fun, textured
“rainy” window. Turning wheel
allows kids to play bus driver.
Sing-a-long text included. The
landscape seen through the
wipers can be changed by
library staff too!

Animal Sounds
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As the wheel spins to reveal
animals, the wheel text prompts,
“What is it? What does it say?”
Also breaks animal names into
beginning and ending sounds
for phonological recognition.
Additional text for parents about
how children learn sounds.

Hickory Dickory
Dock Clock

Ideal for a range of ages, the
clock features two turning
wheels, basic number
identification, and eventually
learning to tell time. Nursery
rhyme text wraps around clock
face and a mouse turns to run
up and down the clock!
Please contact Burgeon Group for pricing or a custom quote.

LEED Panel

interactives

Highlight the renewable resources
and eco-friendly materials used
in your library with an educational
matching game about reducing,
reusing, and recycling. Standard
panel includes denim insulation,
flax seed linoleum, rubber tile,
and recycled glass tile.

Dancing Frogs
Handcrafted hardwood figures
dance. Teaches cause and
effect; when one is pulled down,
the other figure jumps up.
Sing a song: “Two little speckled
frogs...”

Riddle Spinner
Set up a riddle station with the
Riddle Spinner panel! This activity
is great for shelving end panels
and areas that target the
school-aged audience too! The
question as well as the answer
can be changed by library staff.

Fish Tales
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The spinners have four pictures,
creating dozens of fish tales.
Where was it? Which bait?
What kind of fish? How big?
Invites a conversation as
patrons spin a new story.
There’s a routed tracing line too!

Baby Texture Panel
Discover textures, shapes, colors,
mirrors, and fine motor skills
with baby! Baby Texture Panel is
perfect for a quiet and cozy baby
nook. Designed to be simple,
older children move past this
panel quickly to play with others.

Please contact Burgeon Group for pricing or a custom quote.

Joke Spinner

interactives

Set up a joke station with the
Joke Spinner panel! This activity
is great for shelving end panels
and areas that target the
school-aged audience too!
Libraries often pair this with a
joke suggestion box and can
change out the jokes daily,
weekly, or monthly!

Mary, Mary Panel
A sweet, simple panel to
encourage the nursery rhyme.
Flowers spin and bees bumble!
The littlest patrons enjoy the
three sizes of flowers to spin.

Shape Matching
Build shape recognition skills
while sorting and matching the
six major patterns in nature.
Multiple correct answers spark
conversation and curiosity!
Learn the six patterns too:
branching, packing, spiral,
explosion, meander, and fractals.

Nature Matching
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Many-to-many matching game
between objects found in
nature from your community!
Encourages interaction between
caregivers and children—with
many ‘right’ answers! This
panel can be customized for
your community, contact us for
collection instructions.

B is for Bugs
Burgeon Group artist, Sarah
Hurwitz’s bug drawings were
so captivating, we made an
interactive panel with a bug
viewer to sort butterflies, bugs,
and beetles. A visual and (ugh)
buggy delight!

Please contact Burgeon Group for pricing or a custom quote.

Tool Match

interactives

Our mini maker panel shows tools
and how they are used on small
parts. Real tools are embedded
allowing close inspection of
items that are fascinating, but
typically not available to small
children. Fosters conversation and
storytelling with parents who are
handy around the house.

Fish Match
Pegs can be matched between
the fish’s tummies in many
combinations (by color, shapes,
type, etc.) Removable backs
allow libraries to add their own
content! *Photo is for example
only and shows circle interactive
option and custom fish.

custom options shown

I Spy... Mirrors
I Spy three kinds of mirrors: convex,
concave, and kaleidoscope. The
panel reads, ‘I SPY with my little
eye….” Where even the letters are
Burgeon’s own pictogram font. For
example, the letter P is drawn as a
pencil and a pie, and the letter Y is
actually a yo-yo!

Green Grass
Grows Tracer
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The blades of grass are actually
the lyrics to the classic folk
song! The panel encourages
pre-writing skills with objects
that require a pincer grip to
move. Sequencing skills allow
the bird on the egg and the egg
in the nest and the nest on the
branch.

Please contact Burgeon Group for pricing or a custom quote.

Magic Magnet
Spinner

interactives

A three point spinner makes
magnets twirl under centrifugal
force. But most parents and
kids think it is magic! Watch as
children and parents alike play
with our newest toy invention.

Magnet Board
Due to popular demand, we offer
a simple magnet board. It has
window cut outs to explore what
happens when magnets are
placed on wood. Great in a series
of four for a larger wall too!

Felt Board
By popular demand, the artisan
made garden felt set is available for
small libraries. Stitched together,
this set will last if hand washed
in Woolite. Artist Leslie Rottach’s
creations generate ooh’s and ah’s
every time we see corn silk or peas
peek from a pod.

Whisper Magnetic
Gears
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Finally! Durable, movable,
quiet magnetic gears. These
non-pinching gears are strong
enough to stick to a magnet
wall, but gentle enough to move
without pinching fingers. This is a
collection of 12 loose magnets.
Ask for a description sheet.

loose items
magnet board not included

Toy Book Return

Babies and toddlers select
their own books when they play
with this toy book return! Best
ordered along with additional
board books as circulation will
increase. Recommended only
for libraries with browsing board
book collections. The most
popular interactive we make!
Please contact Burgeon Group for pricing or a custom quote.

